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USPA NEWS - Samy Bochner, attorney, spent more than a year collecting information and bibliographical sources in an almost
academic editorial work. This has lead him delivering the book "Iconoclastic Middle East (2016-2017)." This book of great quality have
no bias, based on just facts is now available.

Samy Bochner, attorney, spent more than a year collecting information and bibliographical sources in an almost academic editorial
work. This has lead him delivering the book "Iconoclastic Middle East (2016-2017)." This book is of great quality because without any
bias, based just on facts which are established starting from the "Balfour Declaration" and the "Sykes-Picot agreements" until today.
The Israeli Arab conflict, is explained in an educational and factual manner, starting with the story, explaining geography, which
generates the sequence of events as they are currently as known. The approach of Samy Bochner opens optimistic and constructive
outlook on the economic approach of a "Common Market Middle Eastern" as possible based on the philosophy of "win-win" form both
Israel and Palestine side. This book has come timely, published in late 2016, at the dawn of 2017, which soon will mark the centenary
of the "Balfour Declaration". The Middle East is draws through its wealth of historical, geographical and especially the evolution of
mapping of the area, that has been permanently moving from the Land of Canaan in 1355 BC, until the creation of the State Israel,
while going through the imprint of the Ottoman Empire. Copies of declarations, treaties, maps and suggested solutions in the
agreement and cooperation are displayed at the end of the book addressing the Arab-Israeli conflict usually called
“�insoluble".-----------------------------------
The book helps also understanding better the “myth of Palestinian refugees“�, the “status of minorities and human rights“�, the
“fantasy and mythology colonies“� and “ intangible borders“�. The book hence explains very well why and how this area is
paradoxically so vulnerable, precisely because of his lust for his position has strong geopolitical potential. She then became one of the
most popular zones of influence by the rest of the World, and a the historical source of conflict; and that is since the birth of the
monotheistic religions that succeeded, going back to the dawn of time.----------------------------------------------
The author Samy Bochner, granted me an interview and explains how and why the publication of this book began with his irrepressible
desire to testify of his many trips between France and Israel, and later became the absolute need to inform and transmit knowledge
and experiences for the sake of the general interest and even more to participate in getting things evolving in the Arab Israel conflict so
called "insoluble". Samy Bochner answers to my questions, he, who already dreams of a "New Middle East", offering the generous
smile of a great humanist and wise gentleman.

About the author Samy Bochner: Lawyer at the Court of Paris, was a member of the Paris Committee of Cooperation and Economic
Association France Israel Firm lawyer in Israel. Originally from Lille, he holds an office of Associate Councillor for international relations
and sister cities from 1971 to 1986 and architect of Lille-twinning Safed in 1979 and Bussy Saint Georges / Kiryat Ekron in 1999.
Samy Bochner has published a book the Economy of Israel, in 1979. Joker Enterprises Francaises -Editions
Biblieurope.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THE IDEA OF WRITING THIS BOOK "ICONOCLASTIC OF
EAST MIDDLE 2016-2017"---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANSWER Samy Bochner: I have always been committed. I had a law office in Israel, and my natural sensitivity pushed me to collect all
these notions, and information to compile one day and make a book. I also wrote another book there 20 years : “The Economy of
Israel“�.Thanks to my travel for decades, I had to know historically Yamiit after the Treaty of Egypt in 1979 with Egypt. I also went to
Gaza, on August 2000, as I had a client in Israel over there. We already witnessed the preparation of the second intifada that occured
because of the agreements called "Oslo 1992", that were signed in Washington and had a life span of 5 years, an interim period. And
so, here is the “Peace Process“� coming up, and used by everyone calling "Please process“�. That expression was quoted because
it was said by Shimon Perez, who was meaning “Let´s proceed by steps“�. Under the Palestinian governance, and for 5 years, we
were under the “Please Process". In fact it was supposed to be a test period, to allow an adjustment period. Hence the spirit of
“PEACE PROCESS“� was born. After that, the question of refugees and Jerusalem raise, throughout this peace process ... and the
second stage has turned into intifada.--------------------------------
 QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: WHAT WAS THE METHODOLOGY AND REFERENCES?
ANSWER Samy Bochner: I could make a book full of another bullshits and then so what? There are many reviews that already have



been published, but are not opening new perspectives and stagnate the debate. I wanted to do differently from that. The goal was not
to make another book but that serves to inform and to be didactic and to correct false truths and who have been conveyed. My
approach is academic so that my work is based upon historically, geographically facts, along with maps, documents, official
declarations, including even “Hamas declaration“�. Chapter of “Constitutional engineering "of my book (page 139) is for example to
make suggestions of informational order as cantonization, with regards to the UN rights.
QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: WHAT IS THE TARGET AUDIENCE OF THIS BOOK ?
ANSWER Samy Bochner: At what age, what kind of people, readers? Well people, who are interested in news in politics, people who
feel close to the enemies or friends of Israel, because it is an information book. It is a piece of Research work. I wish people who have
an idea, preconceived, to be enabled of the analysis and criticise factual. I hope that thanks, to the going back to the basics on which
the people, could draw from reading this book.

QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: IS THIS BOOK MAY BRING NEW ELEMENTS IN VIEW OF THE PROBLEMS OF
DISCUSSIONS ON THE ISRAELI CONFLICT PERMANENT ?-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ANSWER Samy Bochner: Yes and no, it depends. If people are in good faith, yes.
QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi THINK THAT THIS PROBLEM MUST BE SET BETWEEN THE TWO CHARACTERS OR
REQUIRE FOREIGN INTERVENTION?---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ANSWER Bochner Samy Samy Bochner: Me I advocated the Madrid conference in October 1991 after the Gulf War, with 44

participating countries including Japan and under the sponsorship of the quartet EU, US, UN and Russia. Do you know that China is
the first economic partner of Israel? There is an international cooperation to exploit for tourism. Of course this area fis of a great
interest for the rest of the World, and so it is linked to many other countries.
QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: ARE THE SYKES-PICOT AGREEMENTS STILL CURRENTLY APPLIED?
------------------------------------------ANSWER Bochner Samy Samy Bochner: No it is precisely the problem, that is exactly the topic. In
2016, we can rethink of the Ottoman Empire which has lasted for 400 years, and that time has seen the revival of Arab nationalism
against the Ottoman sway. I was there 'had the time of these promises the years, the "National States", and between the zones of
influence and the French side A, B and Area C "neutral" and could have been the area Jerusalem, not everything was clear. One then
understands better the cutting of natural borders borders, which changes everything. That's why ca moves, for example, the city of
Nice is French only from 1 and 1/2 century and as for Corsica. All this is important but it is not absolute. The real problem is not the
border, it is all about acting upon it and the circulation and its regulation.----That's why I have the nostalgia of the great empires, such
as after 1815 Ostro-Hungarian Empire, there was a breakdown of major federal sovereign issues in the North and in the South
establishing the personal status such as marriage, education, health, social. Thanks to this minority which could live and get elevated.
This is why I believe and defend the idea of “‹“‹a statute of "SELF GOVERNANCE“� hinged on health, schools and social.

QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: CAN YOU CLARIFY HOW TO HINGE THE COMMON MIDDLE EAST MARKET?
------------------------------------------------ANSWER Samy Bochner Samy Bochner: In Ramallah, for example, there is a very strong
economy and has a huge potential as rich city. Israel would undoubtedly be the locomotive to create the wealth around and initiate the
“Common Market Middle Eastern“� which benefit to everybody. Tourism is far from being exploited in this zone, which is so beautiful
and worth exploring. No need to build skyscrapers, there are already a lot of resources to develop new technologies and innovate and
create, to boost the economy and growth in situ.--------------------------------------------------
QUESTION Rahma Sophia Rachdi: WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FORM THIS BOOK AND ANY PROJECTS?
-------------------------------------------------ANSWER Bochner Samy Samy Bochner: This book, I wrote it with my guts, with the hope that
readers will understand something and learn something new. I actually wrote parts together until assembling the puzzle at the end. I
was, then, able to tell the story and find the guideline and assemble the graphs, statements, official documents and writing. I got
eventually, truly excited when I found the thread for my book !----------------------------------------
Nowadays, I travel a lot between Paris and Israel and I even to Gaza. Since then I was continuously feeding on this story and this is
where this guideline comes from. Hence my own experience was the genuine trigger that pushed me to gather this book's material put
together as these actual elements. This is sincerely for sharing this knowledge with the other. Recently, I just signed with Amazon, to
make an e-book. It will soon be published on the net. The next step is to translate it into English for publication in the Anglo-Saxon
countries and other countries of the world.“�--------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------As far as I´m concerned, I can say as a first reader of the book of Samy Bochner “Iconoclastic model east“� is
published in French, but really deserves to be translated and published in English so that it benefits the greatest number and travels
across the borders towards the New World, in the direction of an iconoclasm of the Middle East ... /
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